
NOMINATIONS FOR THE LOUIS-JEANTET PRIZE FOR MEDICINE 2021*

* Laureates will be automatically considered for the Jeantet-Collen Prize for Translational Medicine.
The form must be completed in English using the space allowed; then signed and sent by e-mail 
(panbianco@jeantet.ch) or by post (Costanza Panbianco, Louis-Jeantet Foundation, Chemin Rieu 17, 1208 
Geneva, Switzerland). Do NOT submit reprints.                                 Deadline: February 24, 2020

NOMINEE* 
Surname  First name 

Position and title Birthdate 

Professional Nationality 
address 

* It is possible to nominate a research team rather than a single individual. In this case provide above only the name of
the head of the group and attach a complete list of members of the team considered to share intellectual responsibility
for the team’s activities.

NOMINATED BY* 
Surname  First name 

Title E-mail

Address Date 

Signature 

If the nominator represents an organisation, state in addition: 

Organisation 

Address 

E-mail 

Date 

Official seal or stamp and signature 

*Nominees must be nominated by scientific personalities (without any family ties with them) or institutions (universities
or major agencies funding research) possessing detailed knowledge of their work. Self-nominations are not accepted.
Nominees should not be informed of their nomination. Nominations of candidates under 50 are encouraged.
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Summarise the main scientific achievements and present research activities of the nominee 

State in one sentence what is the major contribution of the nominee 

State in one sentence what is the significance of this work outside the specific research field 

List the five most relevant research papers (original, peer-reviewed articles) 

Add a copy of the curriculum vitae and publication list if available. Do NOT submit reprints.
Before sending, please check that your text fits within the boxes to be sure that it is readable. 
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